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“I have learned that our limited perspective cannot 
comprehend God’s timing and His perfect plan. He sees and 

knows the bigger picture and has the blueprint perfectly 
designed for our lives. What we see and experience in the 

present often doesn’t make any sense until later.”
Author Karen Barnstable wanted to leave her family with a journal and legacy of her signifi cant 

life events, experiences and memories showing how in retrospect God had walked her through 

every life situation. This exercise of personal refl ection and journaling led to the development 

of a unique process that will help others look at what God has done and is doing in each of our 

own lives.

Have you been thinking about capturing your life experiences on paper? Writing your signifi cant 

life memories allows you to leave a legacy of life learning. It could also bring new understanding 

about the purpose and plan for your life. As Karen Barnstable began the process of her writing, she 

discovered new clarifi cation of how her life all fi t together. She notes, “I noticed, with a fresh perspective, 

how the silver threads of God had designed a purpose and plan for me in everything. I could see with 

clearer vision how God had been near to me in every life situation.”

This exercise of personal refl ection led to the development 

of a unique process that will help each of us look at what God has 

done and is doing in our own lives. 

These 29 chapters of Seeking Silver: In Every Life Experience 

use Karen’s own personal stories, prayers, and throught-provoking 

questions to guide the readers to their own meaningful refl ections. 

Readers will revisit and reframe life experiences using the four 

dimensions of refl ection—thinking back, inward, outward, and 

fi nally forward.

It is Karen’s hope that the processes outlined in this book will guide readers to refl ect on the 

signifi cant events or seasons in their own lives and inspire readers to begin writing their life stories. May 

this work be a catalyst for many more legacies of faith. 

Karen Barnstable is an educator with a master’s degree in teaching and learning. Her thesis, “The Four 
Dimensions of Refl ective Learning,” was published by the Ministry of Education in 2010. Karen has been 
an instructor at Okanagan College for the Learner-Centred Instructor certifi cate program since 2011. She 
also offers in-person and online courses on writing a memoir through Continuing Studies at Okanagan 
College. Karen’s memoir was selected for the top fi ve best new manuscripts of 2019 by the Word Guild.

A truly inspiring read—emotionally charged, with insights into 
living a better life from a gifted author!

-Jonas Saul, author of over 30 books including the Sarah Roberts Series

Have you been thinking about capturing your life experiences on paper? Writing your significant life memories allows 

you to leave a legacy of life learning. It could also bring new understanding about the purpose and plan for your life. As 

Karen Barnstable began the process of her writing, she discovered new clarification of how her life all fit together. She 

notes, “I noticed, with a fresh perspective, how the silver threads of God had designed a purpose and plan for me in 

everything. I could see with clearer vision how God had been near to me in every life situation.”

This exercise of personal reflection led to the development of a unique process that will help each of us look at what 

God has done and is doing in our own lives. 

These 29 chapters of Seeking Silver: In Every Life Experience use Karen’s own personal stories, prayers, and 

throught-provoking questions to guide the readers to their own meaningful reflections. Readers will revisit and reframe 

life experiences using the four dimensions of reflection—thinking back, inward, outward, and finally forward.

It is Karen’s hope that the processes outlined in this book will guide readers 

to reflect on the significant events or seasons in their own lives and 

inspire readers to begin writing their life stories. May 

this work be a catalyst for many more 

legacies of faith. 

Karen Barnstable is an educator with a master’s degree in 
teaching and learning. Her thesis, “The Four Dimensions of Reflective 

Learning,” was published by the Ministry of Education in 2010. Karen has been 
an instructor at Okanagan College for the Learner-Centred Instructor certificate 
program since 2011. She also offers in-person and online courses on writing a 
memoir through Continuing Studies at Okanagan College. Karen’s memoir was 
selected for the top five best new manuscripts of 2019 by the Word Guild.

A truly inspiring read—emotionally 
charged, with insights into living a 
better life from a gifted author!
-Jonas Saul, author of over 30 books 
including the Sarah Roberts Series 
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